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for Performance Oiling Systems 

Determining whether to use a wet-sump or a dry-sump oiling system for 
your racing/ performance customers is a question YO ll may never have 

the chance to answer - it often depends on what the rules allow and the size of 
the racer's budget. 

Most OE engines use a wet sump system, which can be modified for perform
ance applications to improve oil control and increase horsepower. A dry sump 
system, on the other hand, has been specifically designed for performance appli
cations and is mainly used at the higher levels of racing where oil control is crit
ical for producing maximum horsepower. 

For purposes of this article we will concentrate on the wet slimp systems 
designed for racing and performance applications, as rhey make up the majority 
of the grassroots-level market. 

Performance Oil Pumps 
In the past, enthusiasts believed that high volume and high oil pressure was the 
way to go in a performance application, but today that is not so much the case. 
Expercs say the trend now is to run a little less oil pressure than in the past. In fact, 
many believe most pumps may be oversized for their application anyway. The small 
block C hevy pump, for instance, was designed in the late '50s to run 10 gpm oil 
flow so that on a hot day at 500 rpm you had sufficient lubrication. But when you 
take the engine up to 7,500 rpm the pump has more capacity than the engine 
requires. With many racing applications you're bypassing 50 percent of its capaci
ty to the pump. Repumping that oil just puts unnecessary heat into it, according 
to some experts. 
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In addition, 
the high volume 

pump for the SBC is the same diameter 
but a little taller gear, so a lot of engine 
builders are going back to the standard vol
ume pwnp, especially in restricted classes 
where builder. are looking for every bit of 
horsepower. One reason for this is because 
very few race engines are ever at idle and 
when they are ie's at 1,500 rpm instead of 
500-600 rpm. Simply put, the engine does
n't need as much pressure at low rpm 
because it doesn't run there. 

" It used to be that people wanted to 
see 120 psi of oil pressure, then it 
dropped down to 80 psi and today most 
customers are really happy with 60-65 
psi," says Verne Schumann of 
Schumalm's Sales & Service. 

Baker Engineering's Jack Jerovsek says 
his company modifies a stock oil pump 
as the basis for the ci rcle track SBC per
formance wet sump pump, which elimi
nates all the oil going through the main 
cap and brings it imo the middle of the 
gears like a dry sump pump. 

"Our whole goal is to reduce the 
amount of bypass the pump has to make 
and to reduce the aeration of the oil, 
which inherently reduces the tempera
ture," says Jerovsek. 

Jerovsek and others also say you 
should consider a high volume pump in 
high horsepower applica ti ons where 
your bearing loads and volume pressures 
go up and you need a little bit of extra 
pressure, and if you're running oilers for 
the spr ings and flat tappets, or piston oil
ers and so on, then the extra demand 
will require more volume. 

Schumann's offers three levels of per
formance pumps, which are based on the 
same high-alloy 70,000 psi temper heat 
trea ted housing. Schumann's pumps are 
geared for the grassroots 
str ip/street/ track market because he says 
that's 90 percent of the performance oil 
pump market. 

"Unless it's a top notch , hjgh-end 
race engine, the ET racers and class rac
ers (stock and super stock) sure don't 
have dry sumps .. U nless they're running 

a Nitro Fuel Dragster or Pro Stock 
engine, your customers are probably 
running a wet sump system." 

Schumann says his company has 
completed its SE C line and is now 
working on W indsor and Hemj ::tpplica
b 0115. 

Schumann's SBC pumps have nine 
additional features over the stock pump. 
"On the dr iven shaft in the pump, we're 
taking the time to machine oil retention 
grooves the length of the housing, which 
actually gives the oil a place to flow, so 
you have a higher change-over rate of oil , 
says Schumann. "And believe it or not, 
the rotation of the oil pump actually hin
ders the oil from getting in there as it is 
being thrown [0 the outside by centrifu
gal force.We grind a notch in the bottom 
of the floor of the pump housing that 
cakes the pressure side of the pump and 

pushes oil underneath the gear. We 
chamfer the gear and put an oil groove in 
the oil hole as well, so we know we are 
getting oil in there." 

T he second thing that happens in oil 
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SCHUMANN'S SMALL BLOCK OIL PUMPS 
FEATURE: 
• Three gear volumes * Low Drag Race Option 

• 13 part numbers for small block chevy 
• Industry exd usive full flow directional lubrication of idler shaft 

and gear driven shaft 1.500" 
• High anoy nickel iron 
• Precision tolerance machining 
• Correct relief valve positioning 
• Exact idle pressure gear mesh 
• Part ial or full cavitation models 
• Oil pressure factory set or quick 

change springs * LOR 

5 FoMoCo 302 "W" PUMPS 
• Low volume drag race. 

·Standard volume and high volume. 
• Gear pressure balanced models! 

351 W. Big Block Chevy and 
"B/Hemi" Chrysler soon! 

Factory sales reps needed in some territories. 

Schumann 's Sales & Service 
227 W. Mayne Street, Blue Grass, lA 52726 
Phone: 563-381-2416 • Fax: 563-381-2409 
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rHE IINEsr IILUMINUM ROLLER ROCKER IIRMS 

SINCE f960,. 
Harland Sharp designed and built the first 
aluminum rocker arms lor racing engines 
in the 1960s-
• The first roller Up rocker arms 
• The first rocker arms with needle 

bearing fulcrums 
• The first to offer head-specific rocker arms 

When you make the best. you can 
back it with the best guarantee -
All Harland Sharp Rocker Arms 

Ufetime Guarantee 
manufacturing detects. 

you deserve the best? 

Orcle 68 for more informolion 

• Gains of 15 to 40 hpJ 
• More accurnte valve 

& pushrod alignment 
• 100% made with 

USA materials 
• Utetlme guarantee 
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umps is aeration; aU oil has air in it by 
ature; as it splashes around and picks up 
ir, it cavitates to the top of the pump. 
Vith that groove in there, it gives the 
-apped air in the top of the pump an 
;cape hatch. Also, our preset on our OE 
Ius series pump is 50-55 psi, which is 15 
3i over OE specifications (40 psi)." 

Drag Race Pumps 
1 a typical OE application, engineers 
uculate the bearing clearances, journal 
zes and so forth throughout the engine. 
rom there they can estimate the volu
.etric requirements for oiL Then they 
!sign an oil pump that is 30 percent 
rger than the maximum requirements. 
)day's drag racing engines run tight 
earances and very light oil, so many 
::perts say they don 't need that extra 30 
:rcent volume because it just cost') 
)rsepower to pump all that oil through 
e engme. 
Consequently, some oil pump manu

:turers have recognized the need for a 
laller volume pump for drag race 

applications. "W11at some Chevy guys 
are doing right now is taking the stan
dard 55 psi pump and cutting the gears 
down and making spacer plates and then 
selling them for a lot of money because 
the pumps are handcrafted. We are in the 
process of developing a high quality, low . 
volume drag race pmnp that will be 
affordable to the average racer," says 
Schumann. 

Experts say you need to look at your 
bearing clearances first to help deter
mine what type of oil system to run. 

Mike O sterhaus of Melling Engine 
Parts explains: "If you're running clear
ances close to stock or even tigh ter, 
then you really don't need a high vol
ume pu mp unless there are other 
plumbing or accessories that require an 
oil feed. Some guys might decide they 
want to run piston coolers and plumb 
in coolers or if you run a remote oil 
cooler or filter where there's going to 

be more pressure drop to fill that system 
than there was originally, then you need 
a high volume pump for that applica-
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tion to compensate." 
Instead of lowering the displacement 

of the pump some engine builders are 
using a weaker relief spring so they can 
bypass the higher pressures. This way the 
pump goes into bypass sooner and uses 
less power to drive it up into the engine. 
This is one of the ways you can reduce 
the system pressure in the engine and get 
back some horsepower that was lost 
driving the pump. 

On the drag race side, some builders 
use an oil accumulator to compensate 
for lack of oil in the pan during the 
run. And a lot of racers will run the 
accumulator just to protect the engine 
if the oil pressure were to go below a 
certain pressure setting. The oil may be 
somewhere else in the engine because 
of the forces involved and end up 
exposing the pump pickup, say experts. 

Melling's new billet oil pumps are 
designed to fit particular sizes of oil 
pans according to Osterhaus. The pick~ 
up is integral with the pump assembly; 
ye t, O sterhaus notes, that in doing this 
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